Aug 31, 2015 9:00 AM
Start Time
9:00 AM

End Date
10:30 AM

Room
Augustus Ballroom

Session
Keynote - The Element: How
Finding Your Passion Changes
Everything

Description
Hashtag
What does it take to achieve personal success and feel like #KEY1
you are in your element? World-renowned innovator Sir Ken
Robinson argues that it is not natural talent that drives
personal success, but rather a delicate interplay among
talent, passion, attitude and opportunity that brings people to
achieve their highest levels of success and lead lives of
meaning and purpose. Based on his newly released and
highly acclaimed book The Element: How Finding Your
Passion Changes Everything, Robinson takes audiences on
a compelling tour of what can happen in all our lives when
passion and talent meet. He draws on the personal stories of
high achievers in many fields, including Sir Paul McCartney,
Arianna Huffington, Matt Groening (creator of The
Simpsons), Meg Ryan and renowned physicist Richard
Feynman. With a wry sense of humor, Sir Ken helps
audiences understand: • What it takes to find "The Element"
in our own lives • Why age and occupation are no barrier •
How to enhance creativity and innovation in both personal
and professional settings • How focusing on "The Element" is
an essential strategy in transforming education, business and
communities to meet the challenges of living and succeeding
in the twenty-first centuryHashtag: #ILTACON #KEY1

Session

Description

Aug 31, 2015 10:45 AM
Start Time

End Date

Room

Event Code

10:45 AM

12:15 PM

Forum Ballroom 21-23

Apocalypso Roundtable (Law
Department Day)

This roundtable discussion is designed to focus on issues
related to increasing efficiency and reducing cost in our law
departments. We will solicit specific topic ideas and
questions prior to ILTACON and prioritize them based on
majority vote. Many law department members find this
interactive session to be one of the most beneficial parts of
the entire conference. It's a great place to network with
others who face similar issues in the workplace!Registration
is exclusive to ILTA law department and legal operations
staff. You must register for either the full ILTACON 2015
event, ILTACON 2015 Monday Day Pass AND the free Law
Department and Legal Operations Day. Note: This session
will not be audio-recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#LAWDEPT1

#LD01

Description
Event Code
A "TED-style" talk about the wide range of benefits and
#006
issues of using Office 2013/365. Connectivity - is Any
Device, Any Time, Anywhere fact or fiction? Communication is it possible to go beyond simple access to email and add
social layers the way most people do in their normal lives?
Collaboration - has always been touted but rarely realized
outside of the office. Is that still true? We'll discuss
workflows, collaboration with documents, and the full
connectivity of Office. Of course, we can't discuss this
without discussing migration, training, support, and
challenges surrounding security, client confidentiality, and
risk This is where the Three C's come head to head with
Risks and Rewards!
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA006

Aug 31, 2015 11:00:00 AM
Start Time
11:00 AM

End Date
12:00 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom I & II

Session
The Three C's of Office
2013/O365: Connectivity,
Communication and Collaboration

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Embracing Managed Services for Is your firm contemplating a move to a managed services
#007
Litigation Support
model? Are you wondering what the journey entails? A panel
of leaders who have embraced the switch to managed
services for litigation support will tell their tales of what led
them there, associated costs, staffing, the type and volume
of work and, most important, how it is working out.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA007

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Incident Response Planning
That's Battle-Tested, ClientApproved

Do you have a documented information security incident
#001
response plan that involves more than just IT staff? If not, the
chances of successfully dealing with a real-world security
incident drop sharply. Our panel of seasoned incident
responders will provide answers to the who, what, when, how
and why of proactive security incident response planning for
organizations large and small.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA001

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Strategy Isn't Reserved for the C- Every individual inside the organization is linked to the
#004
Suite
success of the business and plays a part in the firm's
strategy, not just the executive team or CEO. Each function,
team and person must take responsibility for delivering
results today while formulating and implementing the
strategic changes that will shape the future. Get some helpful
tips for uncovering ways to add a theoretical "Strategist" to
your title.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA004

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Law Firm 101: A Sneak Peek SESSION CANCELED
Does Lean Six Sigma Really
Work?

This session has been canceled.
#011
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA011
Is Lean Six Sigma an essential discipline for lawyers, or is it #008
a waste of time and money? Law firms and law departments
want process improvements, but does Lean Six Sigma really
work? Is there a “light” version of Lean Six Sigma that is
better suited to the work of lawyers? Is Agile better? Our
panelists will provide a brief introduction to Lean Six Sigma
principles and will help attendees evaluate the value of these
disciplines.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA008

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Creating the Firm of the Future:
In a world of ever-rising concerns of privacy, security and
#009
Utilizing IG Assessments To Drive protecting intellectual property, clients are now more
Improvements
information savvy, and are insisting that their law firm
representation is maintaining high standards when it comes
to internal information governance (IG) strategies and
practices. Therefore, the firms of the future will need to able
to offer clients proof of where they stand on the maturity of
these practices to secure client trust and confidence.
Is your firm ready to answer the call for transparency? In
this session, you will learn how an IG assessment can play a
critical role in taking your firm to the Next Level in preparing
to meet your clients’ increasing demands and expectations
for governing their information. You’ll understand what it
takes to deploy a firm-wide assessment, and hear about realworld experiences with implementation and leveraging
outcomes.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA009

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Top 10 Tricks for Server
Virtualization

Results from the 2014 ILTA Technology Survey show that 69 #002
percent of respondents are over 75 percent virtualized only
three percent are not virtualized at all. Despite those
impressive numbers, many continue to struggle with
effectively managing their virtualized environment. Stop by to
hear our top 10 recommendations and tips for deploying,
mantaining and troubleshooting your new or existing virtual
server environment. Stick around for valuable takeaways on
the different ways firms are automating, designing,
monitoring and backing up their virtual environments, and
learn more about storage options and new technology
solutions on the horizon.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA002

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Quality In, Quality Out: Data
Analytics Preparation

In a world of ever-growing data stores, many firms are faced #003
with large amounts of unstructured data and questions about
how to take advantage of "big data" concepts. The secret is
to create data analytics that provide the right amount of data
in a way that answers the questions asked by practice
leaders, firm leadership and business development teams.
Learn how to start by simplifying and correlating existing,
disparate data sources and then see how to judicially apply
tags and other metadata to extend your capabilities into the
world of big data. When you put quality in, you'll get quality
out of your data analytics preparation.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA003

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Shooting for the Clouds: An InDepth Look at Cloud Computing

The cloud. It has become more than just a place to host
#005
services such as spam filtering. The cloud today can be used
to host your entire infrastructure including servers, storage
and appliances. Two of the largest companies for cloud
services are Amazon and Microsoft. Come hear an in-depth
discussion on both AWS and Azure storage, servers,
infrastructure environment and how they can be used for
your firm.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA005

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Aderant Company Update

Join Aderant executives as they outline the company’s
#010
strategy for delivering the technology solutions and services
firms of all sizes need to manage their business and increase
profitability. Hear an update on recently released products
and get a sneak peek at future Aderant solutions in
development for both the front and back offices. Aderant will
also share industry insights about the future of law firm
technology and how they are collaborating with clients to
deliver best-in-class solutions.Note: This session will not be
audio-recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA010

Session

Description

Aug 31, 2015 1:00 PM
Start Time

End Date

Room

Event Code

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Florentine Ballroom I & II

Joining Forces: How Firms Are
Working Collaboratively Across
Organizational Boundaries to
Drive Performance (formerly “IT
Training Partnerships”)

Law firms are beginning to see positive results when
#018
combining learning and development efforts across multiple
departments. In some cases, they've joined forces for
specific educational initiatives other firms have gone so far
as to combine training resources under a single umbrella.
Join us as we explore the benefits and challenges of
reaching across the aisle as three directors/managers share
their personal experiences of collaborating outside their
departments and eventually leading a combined group. Walk
away with helpful how-to's for collaborating to create a
collective development, and come prepared to share and
learn during a facilitated roundtable discussions with
peers.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA018

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Up, Up and Away! Your Ascent
into the Cloud!

In the quest for greater efficency, it is no doubt that cloud
technologies are on the minds of IT managers and CIOs
everywhere. Participate in this interactive discussion as
experts who have embraced the cloud share how you can
best position your firm to take advantage of present-day
cloud options that will prepare you for tomorrow.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA021

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Mobile Device Management
Shootout

Law firms continue to wrestle with how best to secure data
#013
and applications on smartphones and tablets without the
hassle of the administrative burden. Enterprise mobility
management (EMM) solutions can ease this struggle, but
which one is best? Come gain consultative, valuable
information on the four products identified as Leaders and
Visionaries in Gartner’s 2015 Magic Quadrant for Enterprise
Mobility Management: MobileIron, VMware Airwatch, Citrix
XenMobile and Microsoft Intune. You will learn specifics on
the suite of features offered by each product, challenges they
present, worst practices to avoid and tricks to improve the
user experience. Whether venturing into EMM for the first
time, confirming you selected the right product for your firm
or struggling with your current solution, you will have all the
information needed to easily assess which product is best for
your firm.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA013

#021

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

The Client's Perspective on
Maintaining Data Security and
Confidentiality

Confidential information faces greater security threats than
#016
ever before, and the dangers to lawyers and their firms are
significant. Sophisticated attacks can come from many
sources, including hackers, cybercriminals, economic spies
or trusted insiders who are dishonest, bored or simply fooled
by a clever malware program. What do your clients think
about the way you protect their data? This program will
include the voice of the client to help law firms and law
departments understand and address client concerns about
data security and confidentiality.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA016

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Innovation and Empowerment: Do As Microsoft continues its transformation from being a
#023
More, Achieve More (Microsoft
software company to becoming a provider of devices and
Company Update)
services, you might wonder how those changes align with the
needs of your firm or department. Microsoft will review and
highlight how products you have come to depend on to run
your business are expanding their reach and value while
lowering their costs of operations. It has been a great year of
innovation, and we are excited to share the new capabilities
coming to market and help map these specifically to the legal
industry to help meet your business needs.Note: This
session will not be audio-recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA023

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Building Information Governance
Like "Ocean's Eleven"

In the 2001 movie “Ocean’s Eleven,” George Clooney
#020
assembles the perfect team to pull off a spectacular Vegas
robbery. In managing IT governance, risk and compliance
(GRC), your firm also needs to assemble the perfect team.
How do you find and manage the key players in GRC, and
how do you properly divide the varied responsibilities that
must be shouldered? Together we can figure out how to build
a team that prepares us for the heist (GRC program) of a
lifetime.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA020

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Litigation Support Roundtable

We all hate the fire drills and would like to prepare for
#019
challenges before they arrive. What major challenges in
litigation support will we face next? During this moderated
roundtable discussion of hot topics in litigation support, we
will address concerns on the minds of your peers and identify
issues to consider for the future. Topics will be selected by
session attendees and could include staffing, product
selection, technological advances, recent case decisions,
outsourcing, etc.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA019

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Roman Ballroom I

The View from Above: Chiefs
Address Industry Trends and
Challenges

New industry trends, changing business strategies and new
pressures are affecting the delivery of legal services to our
clients. But what is most important for us to know? Get a
unique view from above as our panel of chief officers share
their insights and experiences on the most pressing
challenges facing our industry and the role IT plays as a
strategic partner within their firm.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA014

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Future-Proof Projects with
Effective Best Practices

We often talk about incorporating lessons learned into our
#015
processes, which means highlighting things that did not go
well and then identifying process improvements to address
similar issues in the future. However, it's just as important to
identify and incorporate those ideas that resulted in success.
Find out how to make the most of every lesson learned and
future-proof your projects as a panel discusses effective best
practices from the perspectives of project management,
operational excellence and user adoption.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA015

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Roman Ballroom III

CFO Roundtable

The CFO roundtable is back by popular demand! We'll
#017
discuss the latest issues related to law firm accounting and
management, including collections, dashboarding and
analytics. This will be an open mic discussion, and everyone
is encouraged to participate!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA017

#014

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Future Technologies Roundtable

We live in an increasingly mobile and complex world. What #022
will a lawyer's day look like in 2020? Join us for a critical look
at emerging technology trends and how innovation will
continue to change the practice of law, the dynamic and
relationship between lawyers and clients, and what all this
will mean to the management and course of your career.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA022

Session
Son of a Son of a Sailor (Law
Department Day)

Description
Event Code
Have you ever felt like you were speaking a foreign language #LD02
when trying to communicate with other business units? Do
people’s eyes glaze over when you start to talk about
governance, compliance or risk? As the song goes, “Read
dozens of books about heroes and crooks, and I've learned
much from both of their styles.” Come join your law
department peers, be they heroes or crooks, for this
interactive discussion where we’ll share successes, failures
and insights. Find out what has or has not worked for others
and take away new tricks to help improve your interactions
with other business units.Registration is exclusive to ILTA
law department and legal operations staff. You must register
for either the full or the ILTACON 2015 Monday Day Pass
AND the free Law Department and Legal Operations Day.
This session will not be audio-recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#LAWDEPT2

Aug 31, 2015 1:30 PM
Start Time
1:30 PM

End Date
2:45 PM

Room
Forum Ballroom 21-23

Aug 31, 2015 2:30 PM
Start Time
2:30 PM

End Date
3:30 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom I & II

Session
Description
Event Code
Careers in Legal Technology: The Legal technologists have a vital role to play, despite the
#030
Numbers, the Buzz, the Shift
increasingly obvious restructuring of the legal services
industry. Titles, job descriptions and dynamic client demands
in face of cost pressures force continuous change within
organizations and across markets. What do these changes
mean for job security in different areas of legal technology?
What skills and capacities are needed right now, and what
will be needed in five years (or 10)? Come participate in a
panel discussion grounded in career facts that will help
prepare us for the future.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA030

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Frugal Innovation: Beyond Big
Budgets

Innovation is a state of mind and a way of approaching the
world that allows you to deliver results despite budget
constraints. Come gain some uncommon wisdom on how to
be innovative no matter the situation.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA025

#025

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Considerations and
Consequences: Moving to Cloud
Document Management

Moving document management to the cloud is now a reality. #028
Is your firm considering or planning a move to cloud
document management? Look no further! A panel that
includes firms that have moved and are moving their
documents to the cloud will provide answers to all your
questions: Why move documents to the cloud? What are the
considerations for firms moving to the cloud? What are the
implementation challenges? What are the ongoing
maintenance concerns? Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA028

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Thomson Reuters Elite
Leadership Roundtable

Leaders from Thomson Reuters Elite will be on hand to
#035
provide an update and answer your questions about Elite
products and services. If your firm uses 3E, Enterprise,
Business Development, MatterSphere, ProLaw or
eBillingHub, this session is for you!Note: This session will not
be audio-recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA035

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

The Conference Room of the
Future

?Conference rooms are just for meetings, right? How much #032
technology do they need? If only that were true. Law firm
conference facilities have become multipurpose facilities,
hosting media events, video shoots, marketing programs,
continuing education sessions, as well as “plain old"
meetings. Join our panel as they explore the many faces of
the modern conference center and the technologies (audio,
video, projection, production, etc.) needed to meet the future
(and current) needs of your lawyers, marketing professionals
and other staff. Be prepared to share your hardest
conference room use cases! Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA032

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Information Governance
Driven by information security requirements, e-discovery
#033
Consulting: Law Firm Opportunity costs and government regulations, clients are turning to law
or Mistake?
firms for strategic approaches to managing their information.
Law firms have an opportunity to assist and further direct and
grow information governance initiatives within client
organizations, but what are the risks of this type of work?
What do clients expect? What can law firms provide that
technology solutions do not, and what benefits come from
this type of client relationship? Opportunity or mistake? You
make the call!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA033

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

A Bird's-Eye View into Windows
10

The new Windows 10 operating system is here. Many
organizations are wondering if they should upgrade to this
latest version or stick with their current Windows
environment. If you are interested in understanding the
benefits of this new platform and gaining some high-level
insight into the various features, come, listen and explore
Windows 10 with us.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA026

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Peeling Away the Many Layers
of Intrusion Prevention

Over the years, security efforts have been focused primarily #027
on preventive measures. Although prevention is a necessary
component of a mature security program, it is no longer
sufficient. The modern attacker is persistent, motivated, wellfunded and adept at findings ways into an organization and
taking that organization's most sought-after data. To counter
this new threat landscape, a paradigm shift is underway in
the security realm — one that focuses on the right mix of
prevention and detection/response. Let's peel away all the
layers of intrusion prevention and get to the heart of what will
keep our organizations' data secure.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA027

#026

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Content Strategy Is the New Kale Dynamic content delivery like we experience on the Web with #029
Amazon and Google does not translate directly to legal.
However, with the right mix of strategy around your content,
clients and delivery, you can maximize the effectiveness of
your offline and online content and technologies to help feed
the sales pipeline at your firm. Hear a panel of legal content
marketing veterans share examples, lessons learned and tips
you can apply for more effective Web content
marketing.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA029

2:30 PM

3:30 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Awards- Innovative Project of the
Year (Attendees Vote)

And the nominees are...Corrs Chambers WestgarthHolland
&amp Knight - Unified Communications ProjectSeyfarth
Shaw LLP
Watch as the short-listed nominees for ILTA's 2015
Innovative Project of the Year Award present their
innovations. Attendees at this session will vote for their
favorite. The winner will be announced on Tuesday evening
at the Awards Dinner.
This session will NOT be recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA034

Session
Changes in Latitude, Changes in
Attitude (Law Department Day)

Description
Event Code
General counsel are seeking increased value from their
#LD03
outside law firms, well beyond the now mainstream
methodologies for delivering legal services, such as
alternative fee arrangements. Our panel will discuss how
legal departments striving to manage rising workloads while
containing costs are addressing the most pressing issues,
including moving more high-value legal work in-house plus
using legal project management and process improvement to
cost-effectively source the necessary components for
successful legal outcomes. Registration is exclusive to ILTA
law department and legal operations staff. You must register
for either the full event or the ILTACON 2015 Monday Day
Pass ot the free Law Department & Legal Operations
Day.See the full agenda for the Law Department and Legal
Operations Day.Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON #LAWEDPT3

#034

Aug 31, 2015 3:30:00 PM
Start Time
3:30 PM

End Date
4:30 PM

Room
Forum Ballroom 21-23

Aug 31, 2015 4:00 PM
Start Time
4:00 PM

End Date
5:00 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom I & II

Session
Description
Event Code
Let KM Drive Client Value the Don Last year's ILTACON session on “Upselling KM: What Would #042
Draper Way
Don Draper Do?” was not only entertaining, it had a
tremendous wealth of information about selling knowledge
management (KM) within your organization. This year, we
continue with the Don Draper theme, the theatrical
presentation style, and we move forward in time to 1969. We
will focus on how law firms and legal departments can
leverage KM to deliver more value to clients. The Association
of Corporate Counsel defines the components of “value” as
being lower costs, higher predictability and better outcomes,
so the panel of speakers will present ways to harness KM
resources to deliver on each component. Walk away with a
toolkit to help connect KM initiatives to these elements of
client value. Far out, man!?Note: This session will not be
audio-recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA042

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Network Monitoring: Know What
Fish Are Swimming in Your Sea

Network monitoring is important to ensure you have a handle #043
on what fish are swimming in your data sea, so let's make
sure you're prepared to catch unwanted predators. Gain
insights from IT professionals who have implemented various
monitoring tools and products in their firms as they begin with
an overview of popular and new product offerings and their
strengths and weaknesses. Learn how to eliminate white
noise, implement best practices for creating workflows and
escalation paths, perform product fine-tuning, and improve
the user experience. Leave with actionable and valuable
takeaways that will help you eliminate the reactive scramble
for fixes with a framework for a proactive monitoring
strategy.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA043

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Best Practices for Business
Development and Pricing
Partnerships

Clients want value. Attorneys want business. Do your pricing #037
folks wish their colleagues knew more about pricing and
profitability? Do your business developers wish they could do
more than refer attorneys to "talk with finance" on every
RFP? Does the in-house team wonder why firms seem to
resist the whole process? How can you connect the dots so
everyone gets what they want and more functional
relationships emerge between all three areas? Our panelists
will dive into the complex relationships between in-house
legal departments, business development professionals and
pricing experts. Along with contributions from the audience,
we will look to find common ground, understand what lies
behind our differences and, ultimately, inspire a more
collaborative approach across the board.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA037

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Remote Support Solutions for the The landscape of legal technology continues to evolve and
#040
Legal Service Desk
so does the selection of endpoint devices, remote work
locations and work preferences. We’re living in a world of
BYOD and direct/anywhere access, which creates a new set
of challenges for legal service desks, such as how to support
the latest remote access methods, especially for highly
mobile attorneys. Join us for an interactive session and learn
more about these topics including an overview and ranking of
the most commonly used tools, what’s built-in at little to no
cost, and when and where more advanced solutions might be
required to support and secure tablets, smartphones and
laptops. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA040

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Worksite 9, Office 2016 and
Office 365: Which Way to Go?

Join industry leaders in an informative discussion about
#047
Worksite 9, Office 2016 and Office 365, where we will
identify the considerations each firm needs to address before
deciding which way to go with these core applications. In
charting the road map, we will include a focus on mobility, the
challenges of ensuring security and document integrity within
the DMS, and document collaboration with colleagues and
clients.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA047

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Disintermediation: Protecting Your In economics, “disintermediation” is the removal of
Client Relationships
intermediaries in a supply chain or “cutting out the
middlemen.” Notable examples in the technology world
include Dell and Apple, which sell many of their systems
directly to the consumer. The legal market is not immune to
disintermediation, most notably in e-discovery. Instead of
feeling doomed, learn how technology and increased
automation present unprecedented new opportunities for
growth and strengthening of client relationships.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA044

#044

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

iPad Tips, Tricks, Apps and
Accessories for Day-to-Day
Practice to the Courtroom

As more and more lawyers start to use the iPad as part of
their daily work, firms are working to understand the ways a
tablet can be used as a productive part of legal practice.
Come learn about the many ways lawyers can use the iPad,
from creating documents to reviewing case files, as well as
the apps that make the iPad the number one tablet for
litigators.You'll also discover those accessories that all
lawyers need, as well as tips and tricks lawyers can use to
improve the way they provide services to their
clients.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA045

#045

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

The Virtual Manager: Leading
Successful Teams from Afar

Today's technology allows your staff to work from different
#048
offices around the globe, and some even telecommute from
home. How do you successfully manage staff members who
might rarely, if ever, meet in person? Technology comes into
play, but success is realized with refined management skills
and the ability to engage a range of personalities. Want to
hear how others are finding success from afar? Join a panel
of leaders managing teams that telecommute and/or have
staff in multiple locations.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA048

There just aren’t enough women in technical roles or upper #038
management within the legal IT community. In 2013, women
made up only 26 percent of the computing workforce, and it’s
estimated that professional women earn 73 cents to the
dollar compared to men. It’s time for a drastic change! Join
three dynamic and successful women for this panel on where
we are now, what needs to be done and how to champion
and support others both inside and outside your organization.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA038

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Roman Ballroom I

HELP! More Women Needed!

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Roman Ballroom II

A Buyer's Market for Legal
It is clear that it remains a buyer's market for legal services, #039
Services: How Does It Impact Us? but what does that mean for legal technology? We will
explore implications of this shift for law departments, law
firms (including an assessment of the impact on various
areas within the firm) and technology vendors. Learn about
the skills, tools and techniques that can prepare you and your
firm for the buyer's market.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA039

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Is Big Data in Legal a Figment of
Our Imaginations?

The big data phenomena simply does not apply to the legal
market. After all, our firms’ data sets and data complexities
are much too small to warrant industrial-strength big data
technologies and techniques, right? This panel of law firm
technology, privacy and governance experts strongly
disagrees! We will share firsthand examples of big data at
work in our law firms and show how to apply "big data
thinking" to utilize technologies and techniques in a new,
more productive, efficient and analytical way. Get ready for
real-time role playing aimed to arm you with the information
you need to address your managing partner’s big data
questions (and doubts) and build a solid big data business
case even the biggest curmudgeon can’t deny. Along the
way, our experts will touch on hot themes including
technology (analytics, algorithms, etc.) and governance
(including privacy and security). We'll also share enough
legal big data (BD) case studies to make BD-lievers out of
everyone!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA041

#041

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Awards- Innovative Law Firm of
the Year (Attendees Vote)

And the nominees are...Davis Wright Tremaine LLPLittler
MendelsonSeyfarth Shaw LLP
Watch as the short-listed nominees for ILTA's 2015
Innovative Law Firm of the Year Award present their
innovations. Attendees at this session will vote for their
favorite. The winner will be announced on Tuesday evening
at the Awards Dinner.
This session will NOT be recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA046

#046

Session
Workshop: The Need for Speed:
Rapid-Fire Problem-Solving in a
Time-Starved World

Description
Event Code
You’ve got a lot of decisions to make and a limited amount of #KEY2
time to make them. Your daily agenda is filled with back-toback meetings, and you can’t imagine adding yet another
four-hour team “brainstorming” session to your calendar. If
only you could make better decisions with your team, and
make them faster. Whether you’re an outspoken extrovert or
thoughtful introvert, this fast-paced, collaborative session will
provide you with new ways to work with peers to solve your
most pressing technology challenges. Building on more than
a decade of helping senior teams make better decisions,
Kendeo CEO Matthew Homann will introduce us to a creative
mix of cutting-edge decision-making tools that utilize visual
thinking, the theory of constraints, the power of silence,
Scrum and the Fibonacci Sequence while helping us meet,
think and learn together better.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #KEY2

Session
Pricing Roundtable

Description
Event Code
How confident are you that you are properly pricing your
#050
work? Do you know what your costs are? What can you do to
build pricing competency without having staff dedicated to
pricing projects? Our panel will provide case studies to help
you address these and other pricing challenges. Join the
discussion and express your views using Event Pad to
comment and vote on ideas during this interactive
session!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA050

Sep 1, 2015 8:30 AM
Start Time
8:30 AM

End Date
10:00 AM

Room
Augustus Ballroom

Sep 1, 2015 8:30 AM
Start Time
8:30 AM

End Date
10:00 AM

Room
Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

8:30 AM

10:00 AM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

Tools That Change the Speed of
Legal Service Delivery

Experience a showcase of four new products that change the #049
way attorneys practice law and improve the speed of legal
service delivery. You'll see a mix of tools for both
transactional and litigation practices, including an IP
automation workflow, deal process life cycle, mobile
collaboration tool for case teams and a tool to manage the
corporate legal processes for the evolving stages of the life
cycle of a company.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA049

8:30 AM

10:00 AM

Octavius 1

TraceCSO for Comprehensive
Information Security Capabilities

Cybercriminals consider the legal profession to be a target- #SS001
rich community. When law firms aggregate massive amounts
of client data onto insecure systems, they have gift-wrapped
all the important data for an attacker. It doesn't have to be
that way! Come see how the cloud-based TraceCSO solution
is transforming the IT governance, risk and compliance
management market by providing enterprise-class
capabilities to law firms of all sizes. You'll witness best
practices and comprehensive information security
capabilities delivered through an intuitive user interface,
wizards, guidelines and helpful hints.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#SS001Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

8:30 AM

10:00 AM

Octavius 2

Capensys: Improve Technology
Efficiency (and Prove It!)

Clients are asking firms to prove their technology efficiency, #SS002
but how do you structure a successful training program that
demonstrates the efficiency improvements made? Capensys
has a unique methodology and tools to establish the
measurements for any training initiative and provide results
to show financial and other tangible improvements. Learn
how to demonstrate improvements to clients and internal
stakeholders by establishing goals and translating them into
measurable criteria, developing relevant curriculum using
industry-standard core competencies (LTC4), measuring
user skills and improvements, showing financial and
efficiency improvements using a dashboard, and certifying
attorneys and staff in Legal Technology Core Competencies
(LTC4).Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS002Note: This session will
not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are
Closed to Vendors

8:30 AM

10:00 AM

Roman Ballroom IV

Enterprise Search Roundup

A panel of three law firm professionals and three vendors will #049A
discuss enterprise search solutions. How do you vet the
products? What are the use cases that enterprise search
addresses? What makes a successful solution? For firms
that have already implemented enterprise search, how can
you take your solution to the next level (without a high price
tag)? What is on vendors' enterprise search road maps for
the near future? Let's round up those answers!Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA049A

Session
Vendor Demo Room Session Aderant - Aderant Spotlight
Analytics Demo

Description
Event Code
Spotlight is Aderant's next generation of business intelligence VEND 01
-- legal dashboards that are both powerful and easy to
understand and use. The application provides directive, bitesized parcels of information used to drive improved
management of your firm for enhanced profitability. Please
join us Tuesday morning for a demonstration of this powerful
new BI solution.

Session

Description

Sep 1, 2015 9:00 AM
Start Time
9:00 AM

End Date
10:00 AM

Room

Sep 1, 2015 11:00 AM
Start Time

End Date

Room

Event Code

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Emperors Ballroom I

Deploying and Supporting
Microsoft Surface Devices

Attorneys are demanding smaller devices that allow them to #054
work natively while away from the office, and they are not
interested in carrying a tablet and a laptop. For many firms,
the Microsoft Surface Pro could be the right solution for
attorneys who work on the go. Not sure about that? Three
firms that have distributed Surface Pros to their attorneys will
share decision-making motivators for the switch and tips and
tricks that are unique to these devices.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA054

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Emperors Ballroom II

Breaking the Cycle of “But We’ve The phrase “but we’ve always done it this way” is so last
#055
Always Done It This Way”
century. Join this experienced and engaging panel of training
professionals moderated by an energetic thought leader in
the legal training industry as they share their triumphs in
disrupting this cycle. Learn from the best in the business as
they share proven methods for developing a true culture of
learning, and walk away with innovative and engaging
techniques to transform your firm’s training program.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA055

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom I & II

Why the @#$&*! Did You
Download That?

For better or worse, employees have always been able to
#052
tinker with technology. In years past, the most a user could
do was download and install an application on their
computer. We’ve tightened our security to better ensure staff
can download the good, but not the bad. However,
employees no longer need to download anything to go rogue,
they can implement enterprise-grade, cloud-based solutions
with nothing more than a Web browser and a credit card.
Employees enjoy tremendous control over their mobile
devices and many can download whatever they want. What
are the risks and rewards of this mobile revolution? Who
should care? What can we do about it? Find of the answers
to these questions and more!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA052

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Don't Just Implement. Adopt!

Move beyond the basic deployment of a new tool or resource #053
with hopes that “if we build it, they will come.” We'll give you
new strategies for engaging users and increasing adoption
rates by insinuating solutions into workflows and more
closely embedding technology solutions into attorney
problems. Don’t just implement. Adopt! Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA053

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

The Threat Landscape for Legal

Law firms are one of the top 10 targets for cybersecurity
#058
attacks. They are "funneling points" for information, holding
sensitive data from numerous clients, which makes them a
rich target. Join an FBI Special Agent with the Las Vegas
office and a principal in Cisco's Security Services Advisory
practice for a discussion on the evolving sophistication of
attackers and the increasingly dynamic pace of the threat
landscape.
Given the sensitivity of this session, NO AUDIO OR VIDEO
RECORDING OF ANY KIND is allowed.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA058

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Watson, I Need You! Augmented
Intelligence for Legal

IBM's Watson won Jeopardy in 2011. Today it is
#060
transforming the practice of medicine, education and even
the culinary arts. Join us for this exciting session to see what
Watson can do for legal. Learn about the difference between
augmented and artificial intelligence (among other things)
and how this technology can be applied to the legal
profession. Don't miss it!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA060

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

To Share Or Not To Share: The
Debate Over Disclosure of EDiscovery Protocols

What do you have to tell opposing counsel about your
search, culling and review strategies? What if they object?
What do courts say about these issues? Litigation support
professionals will hear a thought-provoking discussion
between Judge Andrew Peck and a panel of lawyers with
differing views about the delicate balance between
cooperation and advocacy. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA051

#051

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

G100 CIO Event Recap

#061

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Marketing Technology
Roundtable: Tackling Trending
Topics

Join members of ILTA's G100 CIO Advisory Board as they
provide a recap of the G100 CIO event held on Monday,
August 31st.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA061
A panel of marketing experts will share their opinions and
kick off the conversation in this interactive roundtable
discussion. Proposed topics and questions will be gathered
during the
href="http://www.iltacon.org/agenda/networkinginfo"
target=_blank>Communities of Interest</A> on Sunday.
Come ready to ask questions, express your thoughts and
share ideas!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA057

#057

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

System Center 2012: What's New Are you still waiting for a compelling reason to update to
#063
and Why Should It Be a Priority? System Center 2012 Configuration Manager (ConfigMgr
2012)? Do you want to migrate to a newer version of
Windows, but don’t know how? Join us for an overview of the
key components of ConfigMgr 2012, such as Automatic
Deployment Rules for patching, operating system
deployment and application self-service installations. We will
also look at how we can leverage ConfigMgr 2012 and the
AppSense Desktop Now suite to simplify the deployment
process for IT staff and create a seamless transition of the
user persona.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA063

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Octavius 1

Tikit: HTML5 vs. Native
Development: Which Is Best?
When and Why?

Are native apps or HTML5 the way to go when developing
#SS003
new legal software? Technology changes quickly, and what
was the wrong decision yesterday might be the correct one
today. While the likes of Facebook and LinkedIn decided to
drop HTML5 in favor of native apps over three years ago,
how does HTML5 compete today? Is native still the way to
go? A panel of development experts and executive decisionmakers from Tikit, HP Worksite and Seyfarth Shaw will
explore recent development strategy decisions around
HTML5 and native applications. They will also share lessons
learned related to provisioning, securing and supporting the
different app types within a firm. We expect a lively debate
and encourage you to participate in the discussion!Hashtag:
#ILTACON #SS003Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Octavius 2

Introducing Workshare Transact

Transactional lawyers face many challenges managing legal #SS004
documents sent between parties during the deal process.
Discover how Workshare Transact, new innovative
technology from Workshare, manages legal deal
administration in a secure, organized way. Early adopters
estimate the tool will decrease the time spent on deal
management by 50 percent. Find out how to relieve the
pressure on fee earners by making deals more efficient, and
see how Transact can improve the entire deal process from
start to finish.Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS004Note: This
session will not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight
Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Successfully Selling an
What is the secret to selling the idea of implementing an
#056
Information Governance Program information governance program at your organization? A
panel of experts will discuss the business drivers relevant to
getting people on board, including key indicators of
success.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA056

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

The Rise of Corporate Legal
Operations Officers: Bringing On
Long-Term Changes

In the ongoing evolution of the provision of legal services, the #059
role of "Corporate Legal Operations Officer" (CLOO) has
taken hold. This new role drives the day-to-day management
of in-house legal department operations and departmental
strategy. CLOOs are behind big changes impacting in-house
legal professionals and the law firms they work with every
day. They are creating big opportunities for collaboration
among all the players in the legal ecosystem and slowly
adding to and changing the balance of power among those
players. How can firms best work with corporate legal
operations officers? What technology investments should law
firms make to maximize their profits and secure business
opportunities with in-house clients? Will project management
be institutionalized along with these changes? Let's discuss
what this means for the long-term. Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA059

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Awards-Innovative Law
Department of the Year
(Attendees Vote)

And the nominees are...Capital OneGoogle Inc.NetApp,
Inc.
Watch as the short-listed nominees for ILTA's 2015
Innovative Law Department of the Year Award present their
innovations. Attendees at this session will vote for their
favorite. The winner will be announced on Tuesday evening
at the Awards Dinner.
This session will NOT be recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA062

#062

Session

Description

Event Code

Sep 1, 2015 1:30 PM
Start Time

End Date

Room

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Emperors Ballroom I

Fact or Fiction? Will Legal Be
Able To Leverage the Microsoft
Cloud?

Three to five years ago, if someone said that law firms and
#068
corporate legal departments would be implementing cloud
solutions, the typical response would have been "fiction!" But
the fact is clear: There is a trend in moving to a cloud
environment, regardless of an organization’s size. One
popular foray into the cloud is with the implementation of
Microsoft Office 365. Separating fact from fiction, hear how
two law firms and Microsoft’s Corporate Legal Department
have capitalized on the O365 offerings to streamline their
business processes and reduce their technology footprint.
Join us as we identify technology checklists and points for
consideration to help you safely navigate your law
firm/corporate legal department’s adoption of cloud
technologies. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA068

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Emperors Ballroom II

Security Serenity: Performing and Are you a corporate law department planning to audit a law #069
Responding to Security Audits
firm? Are you a law firm just starting to receive client audits?
Law firms are new to the concept of being managed as a
vendor, but they need to get used to being viewed as a vital
link in the chain of protecting sensitive information. Let's
come together to gain a better understanding of the
challenges faced by law firms and corporate law departments
during security audits. You'll leave with a baseline of options
available for external auditing processes and learn the
processes and techniques experienced individuals have
utilized to achieve security serenity.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA069

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom I & II

Risks and Benefits of Moving to
Exchange 2013

As Exchange 2013 reaches the third anniversary of its
#066
release, many law firms are considering or are in the early
planning stages for an upgrade to their enterprise messaging
platform. What are the key differences and benefits of
Exchange 2013 relative to previous versions? Learn more as
peer law firms discuss primary drivers for migration, keys to
success and common pitfalls from their deployments.
Attendees will also get a preview into what is new, different
and exciting about Exchange 2016, anticipated for release
later this year!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA066

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Remote Access: What’s New with Work style, consumer-oriented products, client demands,
#067
This Old Problem?
and legal technology solutions continue to change. To
manage their lives and profitability, attorneys want the ability
to work anywhere, anytime, and from any device. IT is left
trying to adapt standardized systems to meet the needs and
expectations of a variety of different people. We’ll present
the blend of technologies capable of meeting these
demands, such as mobile apps, file sharing apps, Citrix
XenApp and XenDesktop, VPN, VMware View and Microsoft
DirectAccess, among others, to provide an intuitive, feature
rich environment that is predictable, reliable and secure. Join
us as we discuss the technology combinations we have used
successfully.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA067

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

20 E-Discovery Warnings in 60
Minutes

We’ve all been there: Things don’t go as expected, and you #072
end up getting burned. Join your peers in this interactive
session where audience members will provide examples of
things that went awry and, more importantly, how the issue
was resolved. Attendees will walk away with some great tips
to avoid future fire drills!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA072

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Striking the Right Balance:
Collaboration vs. Governance

Does the recent trend towards a pessimistic security model in #074
your document management system require a shift in your
knowledge management (KM) efforts? Striking a balance
between collaborative KM and governance requirements is
an ongoing process, with the "right" answer depending on the
client, the firm's culture and any number of additional
considerations. Our panel of KM and governance experts will
talk about how their firms are managing this balancing act in
an interactive session that will highlight key considerations,
new ways of thinking and best practices.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA074

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Shared Practice Metrics for Law
Firms and Legal Departments,
Now and In 2020

Law departments are starting to run like businesses, and with #065
that comes an increased emphasis on measuring
performance against business goals. Collaboration in the
development of shared metrics is essential to drive effective
relationships and best-in-class legal operations. How can law
firms and legal departments work together to promote
mutually beneficial technology and metrics? What data points
do law departments and firms care about now what will they
care about in 2020?? Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA065

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Engineering Successful
Diverse personalities are good for society and the workplace. #075
Workplace Collaboration Between In today’s organizations, we find challenges in identifying
Extroverts and Introverts
personality types and creating successful collaboration
opportunities for them. Who are our introverts, who are our
extroverts, and how do we get the most from them? Let's
discuss how to understand and collaborate with the diverse
personalities that make up our workforce. Before attending,
please take a moment to take the following personality test:
href="http://www.discordiainc.co.uk/misc/mbtitest.html">http://www.discordiainc.co.uk/misc/mbtitest.html</A>.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA075

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

A Candid Conversation with
Thomson Reuters Technology
Leaders

In his distinctly frank, inquisitive style, Jeffrey Brandt will lead #077
a thought-provoking and insightful conversation with four of
Thomson Reuters' most influential technology leaders. This
discussion will cover a wide range of topics related to current
and future trends in legal technology, including those posed
by session participants.Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA077

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Octavius 1

DataGravity: Enhance Discovery
and Reduce Risks with a New
Data Management Architecture

With the unabated growth of unstructured data files across
#SS005
the organization, both legal departments and law firms
continue to grapple with the challenge of making sense of all
the data. Whether it’s finding and protecting relevant
documents from modification or destruction in support of
litigation, assessing the risk of intellectual property leakage,
or proving compliance to data security and privacy
regulations, legal teams are in a constant struggle to
determine what data they have, where it is located, who has
accessed it and when, and why the content is important to
their case/project. Join us for an overview, demonstration
and case study of how law firms are using a novel dataaware storage solution to answer these questions by
transparently embedding intelligence into their on-premise IT
infrastructure without incurring additional cost or
overhead.Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS005Note: This session
will not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are
Closed to Vendors

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Octavius 2

NetDocuments EM Empowers
Effectively managing content continues to plague sound
#SS008
with Predictive Email Management information governance strategies, and one of the most
difficult areas to ensure knowledge transfer and compliance
is email. How a firm stores, files, tags and collaborates on
email will dramatically affect the overall governance strategy
for the better, or it could be a key reason a strategy gets
derailed. Leveraging NetDocuments' cloud infrastructure and
DMS, we have developed a compelling email management
solution, NetDocuments EM. This can be used separately
from NetDocuments DM (document management) or
together to create a powerful solution for security,
compliance, information governance and increased
productivity. See how NetDocuments EM can further your
firm's information governance strategy and empower your
people with easy, mobile and predictive email management.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS008Note: This session will not be
audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to
Vendors

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

The Service Desk of Tomorrow:
Staffing Trends and Innovations

How do you take your helpdesk from being ticket creators to #070
providing concierge service? Service desk managers from
three different law firms of various sizes (from 160 to over
800 lawyers) and with different service models (in-house,
outsourced and a hybrid) share how their service desks have
evolved and what innovations they have implemented to
keep up with the ever-changing technology needs of law
firms. Come participate in a discussion about the service
desk of tomorrow.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA070

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Legal Technology Innovation:
Bolstering AND Destroying the
Legal Profession

New technology is going to replace lawyers. Or maybe it's
going to create demand for more lawyers. As this fierce
debate rages across the industry, five intrepid technologists
wade into the fray to finally set the record straight! Or be
shouted down by a better informed and more intelligent
audience. We'll see... Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA071

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Knowledge Management Tactics: Whether you are new to knowledge management (KM) or are #073
Learn How To Execute Your Plan a seasoned KM professional looking for fresh ideas, we can
help you successfully lead your KM team in executing on
your KM plan. Providing their views from the trenches, our
panelists will walk through the skills to look for when pulling
your team together, tactics for marshaling support from the
top, techniques for architecting user adoption and
approaches for promoting change. You will also hear how to
create a strategy for leading critical KM projects, overcoming
common obstacles and advancing your program.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA073

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

OpenText eDOCS Vision and
Strategy

Join us to learn how the reimagined and redesigned eDOCS #076
DM 10 release delivers a simplified the user experience for
increased productivity, while ensuring content is managed,
secure, and easy to access. Hear what is next for the
eDOCS solution and how its set of integrated capabilities can
help you accelerate your business performance in a digital
world.
Note: This session will not be audio-recorded.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA076

Session

Description

#071

Sep 1, 2015 3:30 PM
Start Time

End Date

Room

Event Code

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Emperors Ballroom I

An In-Depth Look at Modern
Backup Strategies

Get an in-depth review of the many layers of a modern
#082
backup strategy needed to accomodate today’s data centers.
Backups are still a critical part of any firm, but the landscape
has changed drastically over the years. A complete backup
strategy includes so much more than just restoring a file, a
server or a site. Learn what other considerations play a key
role in giving you the ability to recover what you need, when
you need it.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA082

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Emperors Ballroom II

The Rise of the Machine: Threat,
Opportunity or Science Fiction?

For a decade or more, experts have been predicting the
#083
automation of significant elements in the practice of law, and
many of those predictions have been empty. With IBM
Watson's $100 million investment in the law and the
continuing displacement of significant revenue streams by
automation (as in document discovery), is it time to take
these predications seriously? Where will the early inroads
be? Who will benefit from them? Can law firms join in and
gain a competitive advantage, or are they merely the targets?
Let's assess the threats and opportunities.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA083

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom I & II

Unstructured, Untagged and
Untapped: Get Rid of the "Un"
with New Ways To Find and
Manage Enterprise Content

Massive amounts of unmanaged, unstructured data from file- #080
shares, Exchange, SharePoint and other repositories are
clogging our systems, impeding productivity and adding
significant risk to our organizations. Hear how to get rid of the
"un" to have better managed and structured data as an
expert panel shares ways to improve enterprise content
management by leveraging existing and new technologies in
creative, innovative ways.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA080

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Skype for Business in Law Firms: More and more organizations are interested in moving away #081
Replacing the Traditional Phone from traditional PBX telephone systems, and Skype for
System
Business is now available as a great option. Join us to
understand the benefits and challenges of using this modern,
feature-rich system that allows flexibility for your
users.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA081

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Best Practices for Making Major
How confident are you that your technology purchases are
#084
Enterprise Technology Purchases: fully vetted, sound investments? Participate in this interactive
A Crowd-Sourcing Session
session as we identify common pitfalls — from the needs
assessment to implementation — and share sure-fire ways to
avoid them.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA084

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Showing Your Training
Department's ROI

Can you articulate the value that your training programs
#088
deliver to your firm? Is your CIO asking you for metrics and
key performance indicators (KPIs)? Let's explore techniques
the experts use to evaluate the effectiveness of training so
you can present your ROI.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA088

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

A Practical Guide for Building
Hack-Proof Desktops

As threats increase in terms of sophistication, severity and
#079
pervasiveness, our desktops are becoming more exposed,
targeted and vulnerable to malicious attacks. The good news
is we now have access to innovative products and services
that can bring us closer to delivering a hackproof desktop.
Let's demystify the myriad next-generation endpoint security
options and discuss how to achieve a stronger security
posture while embracing user adoption — all without
breaking the bank.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA079

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Stolen, Stalked and Hacked:
What would you do if your Twitter, Facebook or LinkedIn
#089
Preventing and Learning from Bad account was hacked? What do you do if you discover that
Social Media Experiences
someone is using social media to harm your reputation?
Have you ever wished you could have a “do over” when a
comment or post created an unexpected firestorm? Join us
as we go into the mind of a hacker to understand how they
use information on your social media sites against you. Learn
when to ignore, embrace or fight reputational attacks, and
develop a personal crisis management plan to address social
media mistakes of your own making. We will focus on the
personal side of social media, but the lessons about recovery
and prevention also apply to enterprise social efforts.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA089

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

LexisNexis: Legal Technology To More than ever, technology presents the opportunity to gain #092
Improve the Effectiveness of Law a competitive advantage — to achieve the desired legal
Firms and Legal Departments
outcome and at a better value. Hear LexisNexis describe key
trends facing the industry and how they are aligning their
development resources to integrate products, to create a
better customer and user experience (UX), and to deliver
new products to enable law firms and corporate counsel to
effectively tackle emerging business and practice
challenges.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA092

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

Lead with Confidence: Play to
Your Strengths and Own Your
Expertise (formerly titled "Women
Who Lead: I'm Not Sorry:
Speaking Your Truth")

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Octavius 1

The Greatest Demo at ILTACON: Take a break from long lectures, and enjoy this interactive
#SS007
Intapp – Integrated, In Action
performance featuring a cast of five players showcasing live
real-world scenarios of Intapp's end-to-end offerings. For
firms to thrive in a competitive environment, they must
enhance client service, increase lawyer productivity and
boost internal efficiency. Technology can play a critical role,
but too often reality falls short of the hype. See how Intapp's
innovative products address critical areas of the entire client
life cycle, including when integrated with a firm’s existing thirdparty systems. Intapp is reinventing conference demos. Don’t
miss it! Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS007Note: This session will
not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are
Closed to Vendors

Learning to play to your strengths rather than your
#091
weaknesses is a key skill in leadership and career
advancement. You might not be aware that your behavior or
speaking style conveys doubt or undermines your authority. If
you regularly lead with “I’m sorry” or a disclaimer such as “I
might not be right, but,” you may often find yourself on
uneven footing. If you are the subject-matter expert, learn to
own it! Join our panel as they share their valuable
experiences around balancing ownership, accountability and
(self-inflicted) blame to build successful teams and create a
positive culture of growth. Presented by the Women Who
Lead.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA091

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Octavius 2

Better Together with Elite
Workspace

Thomson Reuters Elite has done it again! Learn how our
#SS006
innovative integration platform, Workspace, unifies
operational data across the entire firm and provides access
to both front- and back-office applications through a single
view. Understand all that it can do and how Workspace
enables firms to access 3E, MatterSphere, Business
Development Premier and third-party products from both
desktop and mobile devices to improve workplace efficiency.
Workspace brings your products together like never before!
Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS006Note: This session will not be
audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to
Vendors

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Building Strategic Litigation
Support Relationships

Trying to accomplish things on your own could take more
#086
resources than you have, and you might not generate the
best results. The best strategic relationships don't just
happen, but what does it take to develop and maintain the
optimal strategic relationship? Panelists will share techniques
they have used to nurture and maintain their strategic
relationships and how the investments have paid off. Gain
insight on building and maintaining strategic relationships in
your litigation support organization.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA086

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Microsoft Licensing: What’s
Included?

All of us have licenses from Microsoft, and none of us relish #085
the licensing process. With our focus on making sure we are
compliant, we might miss valuable benefits included in the
cost of your purchase. Microsoft is here to fill you in on the
basics of their different licensing options and to identify those
things you might have missed or forgotten about.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA085

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

How To Become a Rainmaker

Contrary to popular opinion, getting projects approved takes #087
more than filling in templates and drafting up good return on
investment numbers. In this “sharpen your pencils” economy,
business units have to compete against each other to obtain
their piece of the project funding pie. How can you make sure
your proposal stands out? Join our panel of seasoned
rainmakers as they share the unique strategies, tactics and
networking solutions they employed to secure funding for
their proposed projects.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA087

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

What To Expect When
Considering the Cloud

Is your organization ready for the cloud? Are you looking for #090
the benefits of less equipment, continuous upgrades and
improved security? Have you analyzed and understood the
services and associated costs? Before taking the plunge,
hear an experienced panel discuss the costs and benefits of
a cloud approach and tips to consider when analyzing a
move to a cloud infrastructure.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA090

Session
A Keynote Workshop:
Multitasking: Making More of Your
Time Count

Description
Event Code
Mark Nizer, comedian and juggler extraordinaire, will present KEY3
this interactive workshop, which combines a multimedia
presentation and lecture with a hands-on workshop to teach
the principles of productive multitasking. In today's busy
competitive business world, where we focus our attention at
what time can make the difference between success and
failure. Come learn to make more of your time count!
Hashtag #ILTACON #KEY3

Session

Description

Sep 2, 2015 8:59:00 AM
Start Time
8:59 AM

End Date
10:00 AM

Room
Augustus Ballroom

Sep 2, 2015 9:00 AM
Start Time

End Date

Room

Event Code

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Spark Talks

When is the last time a five-minute presentation changed
#094
your way of thinking? All it takes for a great idea is a spark.
Come see your ILTA peers who have ignited their own
sparks and turned them into great projects or successes at
their firms. Would you like to share a great idea that has
motivated you? Do you want to challenge the status quo and
introduce something new? Do you have a cutting-edge idea
that others could learn from? Inspire others during these
spark talks! Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA094

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Roman Ballroom IV

Financial Services Information
Sharing and Analysis Center /
Legal Services Update

The FS-ISAC (Financial Services Information Sharing and
#185
Analysis Center) provides tools and services to help protect
industries against cyberthreats. The organization is enabling
the legal industry to share threat intelligence in an
autonomous manner. Learn how you can gain access to
actionable intelligence about security threats and
vulnerabilities within legal. During the session, we'll cover: o
Benefits of information sharingo An overview of the LSISAO subscription and benefits (including examples)o
Status of LS-ISAO subscription o Future benefits and
plans
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA185

Session
How Microsoft's Plan for
Continuous Upgrades Could
Affect Legal

Description
Event Code
Let's explore the changes in Microsoft's update strategy for #093
both application suites and operating systems. How will these
changes impact other legal application vendors and
decisions about the licenses you purchase? Come find
out!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA093

Sep 2, 2015 9:00 AM
Start Time
9:00 AM

End Date
10:00 AM

Room
Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Octavius 1

Kraft Kennedy: Could Ignoring
In a technology-based world, legal collaboration has never
#SS010
IRM Technology Be Malpractice? been easier. Content can be accessible from anywhere, on
any device and easily shared between lawyers and their
clients. However, an increasingly collaborative environment
often means major headaches for IT and security teams
tasked with maintaining lifetime security and control over
shared legal documents. Without adequate security in place,
improper and ungoverned sharing can put the company’s
most confidential information at risk — and in the wrong
person’s hands. Come join Kraft Kennedy and Intralinks as
they show how Information Rights Management (IRM)
protection helps minimize malpractice concerns by staying
with a document forever. Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS010Note:
This session will not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight
Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Octavius 2

eDOCS Best Practices for User
Adoption

In a perfect world, law firms and legal departments have
#SS011
100% of their matter-centric content saved, secured, and
governed by their document management system (DMS).
While 100% is the ideal, it is not the reality. Two thirds of
legal organizations report less than half of their total content
is captured in their DM. Why are documents not saved? User
adoption of the DM is the central factor. The most common
obstacles citied for user adoption are: reluctance of
users/attorneys to use the system (44%), difficulty searching
for and retrieving documents (30%), and poor integration with
how users work (24%). Join this session and discover how
eDOCS increases user adoption with a modern user
experience that allows users to find and work in ways that
are comfortable and intuitive. We will highlight simple-toperform but high-yield configuration changes to increase your
eDOCS user adoption, increase worker productivity, and
reduce unnecessary risk.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS011Note: This session will not be
audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to
Vendors

Session

Description

Sep 2, 2015 11:00 AM
Start Time

End Date

Room

Event Code

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom I & II

Data-Driven: Leveraging Data for Organizations outside of legal handle risk management with #095
More Effective Risk Management dedicated people, formal structures and better intelligence
and Information Governance
about where to deploy resources. This is a better way to
manage risk, using empirical data to perform calculated,
rational assessments. But where do you start? Learn how to
approach risk comprehensively and intelligently instead of
reactively, and hear how law firms and legal departments can
use data to reduce risk and protect the business.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA095

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Proving and Improving the Value
of LPM

When delivering legal services, law firms need to find the
right balance of accomplishing more while reducing costs.
There is also a need to develop the infrastructure that
enables you to measure client satisfaction and matter
profitability. That is where legal project management (LPM)
comes in. We'll help you make the business case, test and
pilot measurement techniques, overcome resistance and
help your firm embrace the impact of perceived
value.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA097

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Latest SharePoint Updates and
Features

SharePoint continues to evolve with increased innovation
#098
within Office 365 and new features for on-premise
SharePoint. Come hear about the evolution of SharePoint in
the cloud and on-premise and where things are going with
SharePoint 2016. If you are responsible for deploying,
managing or planning SharePoint implementations, you're
sure to gain some takeaways!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA098

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Building a Process Map for Culling The most costly stage of the discovery process is document #101
Discovery Data
review. To contain costs, litigation support teams must use
analytics and leverage technology to reduce the amount of
data that goes into review. During this hands-on workshop,
attendees will develop a process for culling data based on a
specific scenario with an “as is” process map. Each table will
work as a team to determine the best technology, processes
and people to improve efficiency in a defensible manner.
Come learn how to think through and develop a process map
related to e-discovery analytics!Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA101

#097

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Fail Forward: Failure As a
Foundation for Success

Last year's "Failure Party" session was such a success that #099
we decided to do it again! Our panel of experienced IT and
KM professionals will share lessons learned from projects
that didn't go exactly as planned. We revisit this topic in 2015
with a new panel of presenters, moderated again by Scott
Rechtschaffen. Join us to learn how to view your failures as
foundations for success! And if you're brave enough, bring
your own lessons learned to share with your peers.Note: This
session will not be audio-recorded.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA099

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Large Firm Discussion Forum

Join this thought-provoking discussion on our mutual
#106
challenges and successes. Everyone will be encouraged to
contribute and network with your peers. We'll focus on issues
that profoundly affect larger legal organizations, including
these topics to choose from:
* Security - LS-ISAO
* Client Security Audits
* Bimodal IT - Balancing Maintenance &amp Innovation
* IT Financials: Tracking IT Spend in a Client Billing
Accounting System
* Firm Culture - Differences and Impacts
* Impact of Newer Trends in Technology
* IT Working with the General Counsel
* Making Technology Strategic in Your Firm?Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA106

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

A Guide To Buying New Storage

New storage system purchases can be overwhelming, with a #105
crowded market of options and eye-catching ROI claims from
vendors. Our panel of experts will share the pitfalls and
successes of their experiences and guide you through
important points that will assist you in making the right
storage purchase for your firm. Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA105

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Octavius 1

Phoenix MatterView for Task
Aggregation and Management

Phoenix MatterView, the premier matter management
#SS012
solution for (iManage) WorkSite has recently been extended
to enhance its utility and provide new functionality through
add-on modules. The new Tasks module, designed
specifically by attorneys, helps firms implement legal project
management by leveraging the MatterView integration
platform to enable specific task aggregation and
management. Designed through customer feedback,
attorneys are now able to manage their key matters from a
single interface in FileSite and DeskSite. Because
MatterView readily integrates into existing systems (e.g.,
DMS, time and billing), it can be implemented quickly without
the typical headaches of other matter management solutions.
Explore how MatterView brings new functionality and extends
the capability of existing environments.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#SS012Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Octavius 2

Handshake Software: Find Your
Firm's True Experts

Handshake Expertise Locator combines the power of
#SS013
SharePoint 2013 full-text search with Handshake’s industryleading relationship framework to bring you the most
comprehensive and flexible approach to finding the experts
in your law firm. The Expertise Locator allows for weighting of
expert criteria based on firm preferences. It can use data
from all systems (the document management system, the
firm directory, time entries, etc.) to refine the expert ranking.
The supervising lawyer for matters might not produce
documents and could make minimal time entries, but
Handshake can still identify them as an expert. Come see
how as we show you the flexible user interface that allows
you to view details of why someone is ranked as an expert
and easily sort the results on any criteria. And it's all secure!
Let's find your firm's true experts! Hashtag: #ILTACON
#SS013Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

The Best of Business Intelligence: The increasing availability and power of business intelligence #100
Stories of Success
(BI) and data analytics tools have made it easier than ever to
simplify complex data sets that provide users with a glance at
current performance. Come draw from the success stories
and best practices of firms that have demonstrated the
application of BI to drive decision-making and positively
affect their firms.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA100

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Unified Communication: Putting
the Pieces Together

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Implementing Business Practices Many organizations are adopting "best business practices," #103
That Foster Shared Interests
but they would be most effective if they intersect, bringing
together the shared interests of law departments and law
firms. Where do you begin? Let's start the conversation with
a panel of representatives from law departments and law
firms who will discuss how to come to agreement on best
business practices.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA103

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Top Trainer: Secrets to Quick-Fire Have you ever been asked to whip up gourmet training in 20 #104
Training
minutes or less? Now's your chance! In this highly interactive
session, we’ll work in groups to complete a quick-fire training
challenge and, in the process, learn each other’s secrets for
producing quality instruction with minimal time and
preparation. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA104

Holland &amp Knight and Seyfarth Shaw will discuss their
#102
successful deployments and integrating Microsoft Lync
(Skype for Business) and Cisco Jabber. This will include the
collaboration integration points that each organization uses,
including many mobile users (iOS, Android, Surface and
notebook), integration with conference rooms, desktop apps
and desk phones (yes they still use them). Hear how unified
communications have worked for them!Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA102

Sep 2, 2015 1:30 PM
Start Time

End Date

Room

Session

Description

Event Code

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom I & II

Observe, Predict, Experiment,
Decide: BI and the Scientific
Method

Do some of your business intelligence (BI) efforts fall into the #109
“ready, aim, fire” category? It can be tempting to spit out
fancy reports and dashboards without understanding the
underlying educated guess or theory that drove the request.
BI professionals need a repeatable framework that is based
on documenting and testing hypotheses so the right work
gets done for the right reasons. Attendees will learn how to
quickly apply the scientific method to all of their BI efforts.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA109

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Tools To Manage Your Desktop
Environment

The desktop is rapidly evolving as firms continue to evaluate #110
technologies such as VDI to deliver endpoints more
efficiently across more devices. The challenge for IT is to
leverage the right tools to provide a single flexible,
consistent, secure, and productive user experience. This
session will take a look at the Microsoft Desktop Optimization
Pack (MDOP), a suite of tools with a focus on virtualization
and extended management of windows features.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA110

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

A Rich Security Program Built on
a Dime

Large and small firms are now competing for work from the #111
same clients, and clients have security requirements that
must be met whether you have 1,000 or 40 attorneys. Hear
how smaller firms are working with vendors to create rich
security programs on limited budgets and without the benefit
of dedicated resources or security staff. Sample materials will
be distributed, and nachos will be served. Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA111

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Successful VDI Projects: Yes, It
Can Happen

Seyfarth Shaw and Schnader Harrison Segal &amp Lewis
#112
are among the many firms successfully using thin-client (VDI)
sessions for uses beyond remote access. Both firms will
discuss their strategies, deployments, architectures and
obstacles faced to achieve success.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA112

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

A Project Management
Principles/Process Toolkit

Agile, Waterfall, Six Sigma, and Lean: These are some of the #115
more popular principles and processes people leverage to
ensure firm projects and initiatives are completed effectively.
Come explore these methods and learn more about their
strengths and weaknesses. By the end, your toolkit will be
full, helping you identify a discipline that could be right for
you, your initiative and your organization.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA115

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Who's on First? Prioritizing
Competing Projects

Balancing competing priorities while maintaining the flexibility #113
to shift focus and resources quickly is necessary for any law
firm or law department technology group. Our law firm
experts will discuss how they manage this tricky balancing
act, from how to build credibility and balancing project
management best practices with business requirements to
maintaining relationships and handling inevitable
curveballs.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA113

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Data Costs Money and
Subpoenas Aren't Free

Have you considered third-party subpoenas as an area for
new cost recovery strategies? Is your law department
continually pressured to cut costs and develop recovery
initiatives while trying to deal with the work, time and
expense, associated with responding to third-party
subpoenas. This panel of law department professionals will
provide real-life examples of their cost recovery program
implementations, and they will share details about how they
charge the requesting party for third-party subpoenas and
issues to look out for.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA120

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

Disruption Is Now: It's Not Just for Is "disruption" the latest fad in legal buzz words? We think
#119
Big Law
not! But distinguishing between vague wish lists and
concrete new tools and protocols can be challenging. How do
you assess disruptive ideas, issues and organizations? How
do you decide when these disrupters are likely to impact your
organization? When should you react, engage or be
proactive? Help comes in the form of TED-style talks from a
number of professionals on the front lines.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA119

#120

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Octavius 1

LegalMind Personal Learning
Portal Powered by Traveling
Coaches

Different people want to learn in different ways, at different
#SS014
times and in different places. More than features and
functions, they want to learn how to leverage technology in
their everyday work. Beyond simple skills, they want to
develop competencies which serve clients and advance
careers. Corporate learning and development professionals
are doing this so why can’t law firms? Come see a new way
for legal professionals to experience learning. LegalMind is
built upon the latest learning theories and technologies to
surface relevant information based on individual roles, goals,
and learning styles. From a single Google-like search,
access video tutorials, scenario-based self-study, tip sheets,
knowledge checks and virtual classes on subjects ranging
from technology to soft skills to professional development. All
from any device, any time and from any place in the world.
Come see the future of learning and have a chance to win an
Apple Watch Sport!Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS014Note: This
session will not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight
Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Octavius 2

LexisNexis InterAction: Build on
Relationships To Empower
Business Development

Attracting and retaining the most profitable clients is critical in #SS015
today’s tough marketplace, and strong relationships are a law
firm’s most critical asset. Progressive firms are looking for a
more holistic, systematic way to market to and manage their
best opportunities on an “account” or client level (vs.
individual contacts), but standard technology offerings don’t
align with that approach. LexisNexis InterAction, the market’s
leading CRM solution, can help you get the most from your
relationship information, and the new Business Edge module
in InterAction gives you the tools you need to track and
manage your business development initiatives. We’re also
advancing data quality with passive data management,
signature capture and more. Join us to hear how InterAction
is evolving to empower you in your business initiatives and
ensure your firm’s success. Hashtag: #ILTACON
#SS015Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Aligning Information Security,
Litigation Support and EDiscovery

A panel of litigation support, information security and
corporate legal department representatives will tackle the
challenges of remaining responsive to the sea of incoming
litigation support/e-discovery requests while staying in
compliance with internal and external information security
requirements. We will help litigation support and information
security professionals understand the pressures each is
under, create a shared vision of success and build the
relationships necessary to drive value for clients while
effectively managing risk.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA118

#118

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Revolutionary Integrations: It’s a
Technology Mashup!

Attorneys need information about their matters from a variety #116
of sources, and the days of having to jump from one tool or
system to the next are over! See how firms are enabling
collaboration, matter management and project management
by strategically fitting together technologies to create a single
platform where attorneys can create, collaborate, share and
retrieve knowledge. They are simplifying the way attorneys
access and interact with dozens of different technologies and
creating next-generation systems designed to support and
streamline attorney workflows. See firsthand how they are
making it happen!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA116

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Productized Legal Services:
Innovative Alternative Legal
Service Delivery Models

Many firms are now developing online tools and resources
#117
and/or creating wholly owned subsidiaries that do not require
traditional legal services in order to (re)capture greater
market share. Come hear firms talk about how they have
overcome challenges and successfully delivered innovative
service offerings through productized legal services.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA117

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Don't Flip Out, It's Only Blended
Learning!

If you use e-learning in your training program, you are
#114
already using blended learning at your firm. But have you
flipped your learning? Are you leveraging the benefits of
blended learning to maximize face time and reinforce
learning, not introduce it? Join us as we discuss flipped
learning and how it can work in the legal environment. There
will be a short pre-session assignment to familiarize you with
flipped learning. Then we will review the concepts before
diving into a case study and group activities where you can
roll up your sleeves and get flipping!Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA114

Sep 2, 2015 3:30 PM
Start Time
3:30 PM

End Date
4:30 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom I & II

Session
Risk Assessments in a Box

Description
What does your firm do to mitigate risk? What are some of
the challenges you face in trying to manage risk in your
organization? Come learn some of the standards used to
incorporate a risk assessment program into your firm while
still meeting the needs of your users.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA123

Event Code
#123

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Do Less Law: A Contrarian View
of the Future

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Onshoring Back-Office
Operations: Has It Worked?

How can we perform legal work better, less intensively and
#124
preventively? How can we rethink the system and the entire
delivery of legal services? Gain insight from a true
contrarian!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA124
In an effort to reduce costs, many firms have moved back#125
office operations from expensive metropolitan areas like San
Francisco, New York City and Washington, D.C. to lower
cost-of-living areas such as Nashville and Kansas City. Have
these transitions paid off? Did the disruptions in the
workplace reduce efficiency and attorney satisfaction? Will
we see this trend continue into moving operations offshore?
Is this corporate model doomed to failure in a partner-driven
environment, or is it the key to process efficiency and
significant cost savings? Our panel will share their
experiences and opine on whether the trend should
continue.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA125

Last year’s wildly successful session based on the results of #126
the Electronic Discovery Institute’s predictive coding study is
back for more! In this year's follow up, we will present the
next phase of results. Come get an unbiased, scientific view
into the world of predictive coding.
Please note: While this session is in a 90 minutes timeslot,
we only anticipate 60 minutes of content. Plenty of time for
questions at the end!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA126

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Oracle Predictive Coding Study:
Phase II Results

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Aligning the Service Desk with the Sit in on a short primer on ITIL concepts that will improve
ITIL Framework
your service desk and IT organization. Then join the
conversation during an interactive q-and-a session as ITIL
veterans share their experiences and plans for the future.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA129

#129

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

What's That? New and Cool
Technologies

Following the success of four previous years of panels on
this topic, we're back with an all-star group of experts for a
discussion on what emerging technologies we could expect
in the next year. We'll predict the future of everything from
the latest in self-driving cars, virtual reality, home-made
robots and interesting developments that will impact our
industry.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA134

#134

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

20 Tips for Keeping Up with
Priorities

How do you manage priorities when they continuously
#127
change, emergencies arise and resources are limited? How
do you manage the competing needs of various practice and
administrative groups? How do you plan for and manage
scope creep, resource changes, emergencies and the
expectations of your internal and external clients? These 20
tips will help you find a better balance and provide some
strategy behind managing programs and portfolios of projects
with competing needs. But it doesn't stop there, you'll find
you can also use these tips to help you be more efficient and
effective day-to-day. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA127

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom III & IV

Using Enterprise Data
Classification Schemas To Avoid
Risk and Manage Content

Ensuring data privacy and security is critical to your
#133
organization. Developing and implementing a data
classification schema is an important step to protecting data
and one component of effective information governance. Our
expert panel will cover how data classification can really work
— from building the structure of the schema to leveraging
technologies for implemention.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA133

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Octavius 1

Microsoft Office 365 Compliance: Compliance is a critical productivity challenge for
Working To Protect Your
organizations around the globe. Office 365 adheres to strict
Organization
compliance standards and provides you with capabilities
such as e-discovery, auditing, archiving, data loss
prevention, encryption and retention to help you meet your
organization's compliance needs. Learn how Office 365 is
always working for you and can help you protect your
organization and its data whether you are using Exchange,
SharePoint, OneDrive for Business or Skype for
Business.Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS016Note: This session
will not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are
Closed to Vendors

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Octavius 2

Mobile Helix: Your DMS and
Lack of time is a universal challenge. An easy way to recoup #SS017
SharePoint: Mobile Productivity Is time is via mobile productivity. From your phone or tablet you
Easier Than You Think
should be able to view an NRL attachment, send and file to
WorkSite, and send an email with a WorkSite or
NetDocuments document attached. You should have the
ability to search to find a document, make an edit and check
it in. Mobile capabilities should also allow you to check your
firm’s client matter billing portal, hosted in SharePoint, and
review the latest documents your clients have uploaded.
Come see mobile productivity at its best!Hashtag: #ILTACON
#SS017Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

#SS016

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Advantages of Software-Defined
Networks

Software-defined networking (SDN) is an umbrella term
#128
encompassing network technology aimed at making the
network cost-effective, agile and flexible. The goal of using
SDN architecture is to provide the ability to quickly respond
to changing business requirements using a logically
centralized system to control the behavior of the entire
network. The International Data Corporation predicts the
market for SDN will grow from less than $1 billion in 2014 to
an anticipated $3.7 billion by 2016. They believe it will
continue to grow to $8 billion by 2018. According to Gartner,
more than half of all enterprises will have adopted some form
of SND in their data centers. Come hear an overview of SDN
and learn about the advantages.Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA128

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Deploying and Managing
Enterprise Applications

How are you deploying and managing the applications in
#130
your firm? Come join us for a "week in the life" of application
management as we discuss how to navigate the deployment
of integrated applications, keep up with Microsoft patching
and validate across multiple offices that deployments were
successful. You will also find out what to do if a deployment
fails. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA130

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Power Editing: Enhancing Your
Credibility with Colleagues

Clear, concise, lively writing telegraphs professionalism. Our #131
presenter will demonstrate a simple editing system to ensure
your writing is a reflection of your high standards. You’ll learn
to communicate clearly with fewer words, enliven your
sentences with verbs and the active voice, and streamline
your communications for faster reading and retention. We'll
also cover the difference between a dozen often-confused
word pairs. This session will benefit anyone who
communicates routinely!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA131

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

Law Firm KM Solutions for Law
Departments: New Ways Firms
Support Clients

Some law firms are working with their clients to set up and
#132
support law department knowledge management (KM) efforts
by providing consultation, content or both. Here we will
address how law firm KM professionals can start knowledge
management efforts at law departments and how law
departments can benefit from partnering with their law firms
to jumpstart or even outsource their KM programs.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA132

Sep 3, 2015 9:00 AM
Start Time
9:00 AM

End Date
10:00 AM

Room
Augustus Ballroom

Session
ILTA Showcase: Fast and Furious
Presentations by Distinguished
Peer Award Nominees

Description
Event Code
ILTA Distinguished Peer Awards Short List Nominees were KEY4
given the opportunity to share a bit of their
story/project/innovation with ILTACON attendees. There will
be 10 – five minute presentations from Award Nominees.
These are TED-style talks, five minutes each to share
something that you, our attendees will find valuable. Some
will be highlights of the project(s) or innovation(s) that were
outlined in the Award Appllications, and some will be around
the accomplishments of the project or innovation. Come see
what your peers are working on.
Hashtag #ILTACON #KEY4

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Hands-On, Real-Time Legal
Knowledge Collaboration with
ThreadKM

Have you heard about real-time team chat applications like
#137
Slack or Hipchat? Have you wondered what a "kanban"
board is and how it makes project management simple for
lawyers? Learn how these technologies found in ThreadKM
can transform the way you and your attorneys work: get more
done with much less email, better document management
system utilization and happier users. Bring your mobile
devices and laptops for this hands-on demonstration.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA137

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Roman Ballroom IV

LEDES Oversight Committee
Biannual Members Meeting

The LEDES (Legal Electronic Data Exchange Standard)
#138
Oversight Committee is dedicated to overseeing existing and
issuing new standards for the electronic exchange of
information between law firms and their clients. LEDES
formats currently support the exchange of billing, timekeeper
and budgeting information, as well as the UTBMS codes
used in legal e-billing. This biannual meeting of the members
of the LEDES Oversight Committee (LOC) is open to anyone
interested in learning more about the organization and its
current initiatives. The meeting will include a status report
from the president and reports from subcommittees on recent
activities. You do not need to be an LOC member to attend
this meeting — everyone is welcome!Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA138

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Octavius 1

Solving the Secure vs. Convenient The modern rules of engagement between lawyers and
#SS018
Paradox with Litéra Anywhere and clients create a paradox around security and productivity.
Ekta
Lawyers must share content in order to serve their clients,
and mobility is a must. However, the increasingly stringent
security requirements imposed by clients can deny mobile
lawyers critical productivity tools. How do we solve this?
Introducing Ekta, a new product that enhances the suite of
Litéra Anywhere solutions. Litéra Anywhere combines secure
file-sharing, document comparison, metadata-cleaning, PDF
creation and large file-transfer on any device. Ekta shows all
documents and email messages related to a matter/project
from all repositories and/or syncs them to a master
repository. See what they can do together! Hashtag:
#ILTACON #SS018Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

Octavius 2

The Future of E-Discovery: HP
eDiscovery 9.0

Electronic discovery, as with information in general, is
#SS019
growing at an exponential rate. Even “small” cases now are
considered large, and large cases are beyond what
conventional discovery tools were designed to handle. HP
eDiscovery 9.0, the next generation of HP’s top-tier discovery
management platform, efficiently breaks down the
information — at any scale — and allows for a simpler, more
efficient process of document review and production. See
how the new streamlined interface increases usability and
efficiency throughout the e-discovery process, whether it’s
basic tagging, search, document organization and filtering, or
production processing. Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS019Note:
This session will not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight
Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

Sep 3, 2015 11:00 AM
Start Time
11:00 AM

End Date
12:00 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Session
Description
Integrating Macs into the Law Firm Is the desktop the next BYOD? Macs are widely used at
Environment
home and have slowly infiltrated what were once completely
PC-oriented enterprises. Rather than shut Macs out of the
enterprise network or relegate them to remote access, how
can we allow users to choose their own platform and fully
integrate the Mac and the PC into our existing networks and
infrastructure? What are the concerns? What are the risks?
What are the benefits? Come join the discussion and learn
about the possibilities!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA148

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Are You Ready for Windows 10?

Event Code
#148

Experts from Kraft &amp Kennedy will demonstrate the new #142
features of Windows 10, focusing on the user interface and
productivity improvements for the legal community. Gain
insight into this technology release: features, benefits and
challenges to law firm users and how it will impact the legal
user community.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA142

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Handling Lateral Lawyers and
Matter Transfers in a World of
Mergers and Movement

Lawyers are moving from firm to firm to capitalize on legal
#143
practice innovations, regional relationships and professional
advancement. Here we'll present a fresh view on some of the
latest issues facing law firms when lawyers cut ties, including
who "owns" non-traditional content (such as Web posts or
calendar items), whether the firm should consider retaining
copies of any materials, how to handle a departure that is
less than amicable, what technologies can make the division
of content more precise and timely, and more!Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA143

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

A Guide To Evolving Your Virtual
Infrastructure for the Data-Driven
Law Firm

The demand for resources has increased in today’s virtual
#145
infrastructures, and yet we're being asked to do more with
less and be more efficient. Join our panel of IT professionals
as they cover budgeting, evolving and maintaining your
virtual infrastructure for today’s data-driven applications.
Hear real examples of virtual infrastructures in production
today and factors that led to their designs. Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA145

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Best Practices for Secure External All firms want to keep their client files confidential and
Collaboration
secure. Financial, health care and other clients expect
secure file transfers (even if they send files to you
unsecured). Another Outlook plugin is not the answer, and
there are many options for secure collaboration. Join us as
we highlight various architectures, solutions, strategies and
other hot topics in this very active space. Leave with a
checklist on how to keep your client data and file transfers
secure.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA144

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Mobilizing Your DMS

#144

Are you looking to conquer the challenge of mobilizing your #146
document management system (DMS)? Stop by to learn how
some firms have worked through security concerns, multiple
device/platform support, document editing and user adoption.
We'll discuss our experiences with offerings from DMS
vendors as well as third-party partners. Is native mobility
appropriate for your firm, or should you standardize on
traditional remote access for your mobile workforce? Find out
more about mobilizing your DMS!Hashtag: #ILTACON
#ILTA146

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Octavius 1

Thomson Reuters: DIY or
Outsource? A Decision Process
Review

Have you ever gotten up early on a Saturday morning with
#SS020
the glimmer of confidence that you could tackle a lingering
home repair, only to call a repair man on Monday morning
because it became increasingly more complex as you delved
deeper into the project? We all have! An organization’s
decision process on whether to outsource document review
and other legal services is much like that of the enthusiastic
homeowner trying to figure out for which do-it-yourself (DIY)
projects they have the requisite skills, knowledge and time to
do themselves. Join our panel of experts as they share the
decision processes they follow when their organizations are
faced with the question of whether to outsource or take the
DIY approach and the results they have experienced from
both decisions.Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS020Note: This
session will not be audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight
Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Octavius 2

LexisNexis: Supercharge LAW
PreDiscovery with Early Data
Analyzer

LAW PreDiscovery remains the industry-leading tool for
#SS021
powerful, flexible document imaging and production. With
growing case sizes and pressure to learn more about
collected data earlier in the process, there is a need for new
tools in the toolbox. Early Data Analyzer can provide fast,
scalable e-discovery processing, fully Web-based early case
assessment capabilities and powerful search and filtering
without extracting any source documents. And, unlike other
processing tools, Early Data Analyzer can extract and send
just the data you want directly to a LAW PreDiscovery case.
See how you can supercharge LAW PreDiscovery. Hashtag:
#ILTACON #SS021Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Leveraging Technology To Deliver Fundamentally, lawyers are risk managers, and we need to #139
Better Assessments of Legal Risk conduct and deliver better assessments of legal risk. Join an
expert panel as they discuss how to accomplish this by
leveraging existing and new technologies, and by borrowing
principles used in business for assessing risk, such as
quantifying risk and cost using modeling, analytics and
projections. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA139

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom II

The Accidental Procurement
Officer: Managing the Deal

From setting the strategy through execution of the deal,
#140
attendees will gain the tools needed to negotiate effective
contracts. You'll hear about contract pitfalls, high-level
strategies, metrics and deliverables. This is designed for the
“Accidental Procurement Officer,” but anyone involved in
negotiations will benefit.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA140

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Develop Talent and Prove the
Value of Your Internal Litigation
Support

With more and more vendors touting all-inclusive services,
#141
litigation support managers and directors have to show the
value their departments add to the discovery process. Come
hear experts talk about their experiences developing talent
and managing "up" to meet the vendor challenge.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA141

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

What Are UTBMS Codes and
Why Would They Matter to Me?

What are UTBMS codes and why are they used by legal
#149
departments around the world? The UTBMS codes remained
the same for over a decade, and now LEDES is working hard
to enhance them for current business use in legal
departments and law firms all over the world. Learn what has
changed and why, as well as what is on the horizon. Please
attend if you have ideas, suggestions or requirements that
don’t currently seem to fit the existing UTBMS code sets.
This is your chance to be heard — don’t miss it!Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA149

Session
Working Out Loud: Dynamics of
Enterprise Collaboration

Description
Event Code
Are your users flooded by email? Do they loathe having to
#159
find the latest version of a document among a dozen revised
drafts being circulated? Have you wondered how other
businesses "work out loud" using tools like Slack? If you
answered "Yes" to any of these questions, this session is for
you. Yes, there is a better way to collaborate in the
enterprise. We will discuss the dynamics of enterprise
collaboration and how social collaboration tools can be used
effectively in legal organizations. Hear examples, key
takeaways and the pros and cons of working out loud.
Skeptics welcome!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA159

Sep 3, 2015 1:30 PM
Start Time
1:30 PM

End Date
2:15 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom III & IV

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Small Firm Forum: Security - The
Walls That Protect (Part I)

If you still aren’t afraid, you aren’t paying attention. Come
#158
listen to a story about a hacking event with no data loss at an
ILTA Firm. There will be insightful discussions addressing
the unique challenges of security in small firms and legal
departments. The panelists and audience will share things
we need to know and what we are doing to protect our
firms.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA158

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Building Your Firm’s Innovation
Engine: Part I

In this hands-on experiential workshop, participants will learn #155
how to be effective innovation leaders in their firms. Begin to
think more expansively about innovation and gain insight on
how to implement smart innovation processes in your
organization. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA155

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Tech Gadgets: Those You Need, Join this fun, interesting and sometimes bizarre review of the #157
Those You Want and Those That world of technology gadgets. We’ll review a spectrum of
Make You Wonder
gizmos that will range from the totally awesome to the
absolutely crazy. We’ll highlight the best stuff that can make
your life easier and the weird stuff that you might not believe
is real (and maybe we’ll make some of it up, just for fun).
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA157

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Collaborative and Creative
Workplaces

Some law firms are moving away from traditional closed
#156
office settings and exploring new open-plan designs, but
does this deliver better workplace flexibility and team
collaboration? Do these new workplace environments
translate to agile working within the office with more people
working offsite (home or client offices)? How will this shift
support service loads? Listen in as we deliberate about these
interesting new workspaces.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA156

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Reboot Your Billing Process: Part Billing is the lifeblood of every firm and is linked to everything #154
I
from business intelligence to legal project management to
compensation. However, billing is a labor-intensive effort for
both attorneys and staff. How do we reimagine and reengineer this linchpin administrative function? Part one in this
two-part, hands-on process improvement series will focus on
defining the requirements for a successful billing process and
identifying current opportunities for improvement, including
turnaround, accuracy and the growing demand for billingrelated information.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA154

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Octavius 1

Payne Group: Redact Assistant: This past year, PayneGroup worked on a government
#SSO22
Secure Redaction for Native Excel security agency task force to help define standards for proper
and Word
redaction and metadata removal. Redaction, removing
information from files, is essential when confidential data
must be removed from a file before it is shared or
electronically published. If a file is not redacted properly,
sensitive information can be viewed by unauthorized
individuals. While competitive products existed prior to this
release from PayneGroup, the primary differentiator is that
redacted files sanitized by the PayneGroup Redact Assistant
are still functional in their native format (e.g., Excel formulas
still work, the file does not have to be converted to a graphic
or PDF, etc.). The software also comes with useful aids that
help mask common terms to be redacted, such as Social
Security and credit card numbers. This isn’t just software for
a law firm government agencies, pharmaceutical and health
care organizations, corporations and legal will find this
software not only useful, but necessary. Hashtag: #ILTACON
#SS022Note: This session will not be audiorecorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to Vendors

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Octavius 2

Aderant Profitability Tools

Law firms are complex companies with hundreds of intricate #SS023
variables and thousands of metrics and measurements. The
ability for decision makers to easily determine what is
important and controllable is incredibly valuable and leads to
a more stable and prosperous firm. Aderant has focused our
development efforts over the last few years on building nextgeneration tools to help firms plan, monitor and highlight the
areas in your business that can have the greatest impact.
Let's walk through a few of our latest solutions and market
insights.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #SS023Note: This session will not be
audio-recorded.Solution Spotlight Sessions Are Closed to
Vendors

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Guerrilla KM: Successful
In many organizations, knowledge management is not an
Knowledge Management Without official department or function, or has only recently evolved
a CKO
into one. Panelists will discuss how they launched
successful KM programs, built a grassroots KM movement,
or created cross-functional awareness and support for KM
initiatives. Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA151

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Build Better Relationships with
Your Business-Technology
Liaisons

It can be frustrating and time-consuming for IT professionals #152
to work with internal clients who request solutions to
business problems but who have limited knowledge about
technology and, often, unrealistic demands. To help facilitate
technology projects, some firms have created new positions
in marketing, litigation support and finance. Our lively panel
of speakers, successful technology liaisons from law firms
and a corporate legal department, will help you end the
frustration and save time, providing you with guidelines on
how to build better relationships with your (formal or informal)
technology liaisons.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA152

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Roman Ballroom III

PM vs. LPM: Is There Really a
Difference?

We hear so much about project management and legal
#153
project management, but is there really a difference between
the two? Come hear a spirited debate where attendees
choose the victor (and learn along the way).Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA153

#151

1:30 PM

2:15 PM

Roman Ballroom IV

10 Years of the ILTA/InsideLegal
Technology Purchasing Survey
Findings

What is the average percentage of total firm revenue ILTA
#160
members spend on technology? What’s the average tech
spend per attorney? How does your firm’s tech budget
compare to the firm next door? What are your peers’ key
influencers for tech purchases? Get the answers to these
questions and more comparative data/metrics as part of the
ILTA/InsideLegal Technology Purchasing Survey 10-year
anniversary ‘in review’ session. Join survey co-producers
InsideLegal and ILTA Member Skip Lohmeyer (CIO, Jackson
Kelly) to weigh in on the findings. This panel will take a look
at the past 10 years of data, provide the audience with key
survey metrics and a real world ‘lessons learned’ discussion
when it comes to effectively leveraging this survey data.
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA160

Sep 3, 2015 2:30 PM
Start Time
2:30 PM

End Date
3:15 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Session
What's New and Innovative in
Server Technologies?

Description
A solutions architect with CDW will present various
innovative approaches in the server and storage market. As
an organization that represents many companies, they
understand how to use server technology in varying ways to
deliver desired outcomes. Come learn from the
best!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA171

Event Code
#171

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Small Firm Forum: Management Bigger Better Bolder Solutions for
Managing the Ever-Shrinking IT
Department (Part II)

Every day is a juggling act and to be successful in legal IT,
we must address the immediate needs of today while
pursuing long-term strategies, technologies and training.
The panelists and audience will share processes and tools
with the goal being to balance risk vs. time vs. cost. Your
department is at least one person short and always will be...
Now what?
Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA170

#170

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Building Your Firm’s Innovation
Engine: Part II

In this hands-on experiential workshop, participants will learn #167
how to be effective innovation leaders in their firms. Begin to
think more expansively about innovation and gain insight on
how to implement smart innovation processes in your
organization.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA167

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Better Business Results Through
Better Business Intake: Part I

Streamlining client intake and improving general business
#169
process efficiency is critical to the practice of law, and firms
are facing new pressures to transform how they operate.
Technology can play a significant role in enabling quicker,
more adaptable business acceptance and workflow
execution. During part one of this two-part series, a panel will
explore industry business, risk and financial drivers, and
technology considerations.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA169

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

Past Performance and Future
Success: What’s Next for EDiscovery?

From the days of paper review to the advent of electronic
#168
scanning and to e-discovery as we now know it today, listen
as industry veterans explore the evolution of our industry and
share their experiences of adjusting to the times. They will
explore the role of technology, adoption and expertise of the
courts and government agencies, the role of the attorney,
and much more!Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA168

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Reboot Your Billing Process: Part Billing is the lifeblood of every firm and is linked to everything #166
II
from business intelligence to legal progect management to
compensation. However, billing is a labor-intensive effort for
both attorneys and staff. How do we reimagine and reengineer this linchpin administrative function? Part two in this
two-part, hands-on process improvement series will focus on
developing recommendations for billing best practices,
including exploring changes to process and tools and training
to better meet the needs of internal and external customers
and clients.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA166

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Build Your Own Google: Creating Join our panel of industry leaders and law firm search
#163
an Effective Internal Search
experts for an engaging discussion of search for the law firm
Experience
intranet. We will discuss the importance of an effective
search experience, what an ideal search looks like from the
perspectives of different stakeholders and best practices you
can use regardless of which technology solution you've
implemented.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA163

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Visio Is Dead: Using the Power of
Drawing To Map Processes, Build
Alignment and Drive Compliance
and Learning

Is a multipage Visio flowchart all your users need to learn
and remember complex process flows? Think again. Join in
as attendees learn how simple drawings and uncomplicated
visuals can help people understand things twice as well in
half the time. And don’t worry, drawing is optional.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA164

2:30 PM

3:15 PM

Roman Ballroom III

Innovation Through Automation: Document assembly applications and the use of templates
Implementing Effective Document have been around for quite a while, but adoption has been
Assembly
either slow or non-existent in many legal organizations.
Successful firms are finding that there can be innovation
through automation, which will be discussed by a panel of
representatives from three different law firms. They'll share
business drivers and benefits associated with document
assembly applications and tips for building a framework for
selecting, deploying and implementing a solution. Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA165

#164

#165

Sep 3, 2015 3:30 PM
Start Time
3:30 PM

End Date
4:30 PM

Room
Florentine Ballroom III & IV

Session
Description
Event Code
Transformers: Lawyers As Agents Engaging lawyers in organizational initiatives can be
#183
of Change? In Disguise!
challenging, especially when a lawyer's time is the scarcest
of resources and they are perpetually clocking long hours to
meet client needs. How do you create the opportunity for
them to reflect, engage, innovate and — dare we say —
become the central part of a dynamic change process? To
answer this question, let's explore the outcomes of a unique,
award-winning project undertaken by Higgs &amp Sons, a
140-year-old U.K. law firm, and Aston Business School that
casts a spotlight on challenges and best practices of
engaging with your lawyers and support staff to deliver both
cultural and operational changes. Take away ideas on how to
transform a law firm of any size into the law firm of tomorrow
— one that is both driven by innovation and ready for
change.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA183

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom I & II

Matter Center for Office 365:
Boosting Productivity for Legal
Professionals

Matter Center for Office 365 is a solution that takes
#178
advantage of Microsoft's productivity platform to make it
easier for legal professionals to manage documents and
collaborate with others in a trusted, matter-centric manner.
Representatives from Microsoft will share recent progress
made on Matter Center for Office 365, and panelists will talk
about their first-hand experiences with the solution.Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA178

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom III & IV

Disaster Avoidance for Core
Applications (It's Better Than
Disaster Recovery)

In today's fast-paced business environment, core
#179
applications need to be available continuously, creating a
need for innovative and diverse disaster avoidance solutions.
Join IT professionals that have implemented various
technologies to ensure minimal downtime, avoiding typical
“failover” logistics. Walk away with new ideas on how to
ensure stable service of the technology platforms used by
your organization.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA179

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom VII & VIII

Better Business Results Through
Better Business Intake: Part II

Streamlining client intake and improving general business
process efficiency is critical to the practice of law, and firms
are facing new pressures to transform how they operate.
Technology can play a significant role in enabling quicker,
more adaptable business acceptance and workflow
execution. During part two of this two-part series, attendees
will see demonstrations of multiple vendor products,
delivered by their clients who will offer additional
commentary.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA181

#181

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Milano Ballroom V & VI

A Conversation with Judge Peck

Audience members are sure to enjoy hearing respected
jurist, Judge Andrew Peck, speak about various e-discovery
topics.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA180

#180

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Neopolitan Ballroom I & II

Let’s Build an App for That!
a.k.a. The App Creation
Experience

Do you want to create an app your lawyers (and clients) will #182
use? Put down the technology, and pick up some paper!
Using a set of collaborative tools originally designed for
Microsoft, you’ll learn how to get your organization’s key
decision makers, stakeholders and thought leaders to design
the apps they’ll actually use.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA182

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom I

Deploying and Supporting Web
Apps: Don't Lose Your Head in
the Clouds!

You've signed the contract, the project team is in place, and #175
the Web application will be available to your lawyers and
attorneys in three months. Now what? From successfully
implementing single sign-on (SSO) to branding and
marketing, configuration, training and support, this panel of
speakers from law firms that have implemented several cloudbased applications and vendors who provide cloud solutions
will share lessons learned on how to make your Web
application deployment a success. Make sure you're
prepared and don't have your head in the clouds!Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA175

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom II

Leverage, Reuse, Extend: 20 Tips As IT and KM leaders, we need to deliver more value without #176
for Repurposing Technology
increasing our budgets. Here we'll share 20 ideas on how to
get additional benefits from the technology you might already
have in place. We'll explore both the “tools” perspective —
what is possible with what you already have — and the
“goals” perspective — what existing tools you can leverage
to accomplish your top goals. Let's get started!Hashtag:
#ILTACON #ILTA176

3:30 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Ballroom III

The Ins and Outs of Managing
We all face the challenges of managing conference room
#177
Conference Room Scheduling and reservations, and there are some new features and products
Technology
available that might not have existed when you established
your current system. Join our three panelists as they discuss
what technologies they are using and their likes and dislikes
about them. There have been a lot of changes in this market,
and it's time to dive more into the latest
technologies.Hashtag: #ILTACON #ILTA177

